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Few political families have captured the public's fascination quite like the members of the House of Windsor, the British royal family. This collection of articles compiles The New York Times's coverage of three of the best-known couples in modern history: Harry and Meghan, William and Kate, and Charles
and Diana. Through these pieces, readers can witness firsthand the most publicized moments of each couple's story, including engagements, weddings, childbirth, and, in the case of Charles and Diana, a quite public divorce. Furthermore, articles on Diana's untimely, tragic death and Meghan Markle's activism
and career as an actor make this an essential guide to the royal family's affairs.
Discusses the relationship of Britain's Prince William with his girlfriend Kate Middleton, and speculates on an impending wedding and what it might mean for the future of the British monarchy.
Provides an inside look at Prince William and Kate Middleton, delving into both of their backgrounds, their relationship, and their engagement, in a book that also looks at William's relationship with his brother, Harry.
This biography details one of the most captivating couples in the world: Prince William and Princess Catherine "Kate" Middleton, Duke and Duchess of Cambridge. Features include compelling descriptions of their early lives, including the dramatic events of William's childhood. Readers will learn about their
courtship, marriage, and family life. A timeline of significant moments supports the narrative. An overarching theme is why they deserve to be called a "power couple," with an emphasis on the couple's public service and philanthropic efforts. The volume provides an authoritative, concise history of the
monarchy, and a greater understanding of historic and current expectations for the heirs to the British throne.
The Royal Wedding: Prince William & Kate Middleton
Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge Royal Fashions Coloring Book
Royal Biographies Volume 9
The Royal Wedding of Prince William & Kate Middleton
Kate Middleton and Prince William

Kate by Claudia Joseph, is a true-life fairy tale: the biography of Kate Middleton, Princess-in-Waiting, who is quite possibly poised to be the next Queen of England. The extraordinary Cinderella story of the beautiful, charming, sophisticated young woman
who has snagged Britain’s most eligible bachelor, Prince William, Kate is a must-read for all the many followers of the lives, loves, and remarkable turns of the royal family of Great Britain.
Prince William and Kate Middleton defied all odds to forge a storybook romance amide the scandals, power struggles, tragedies, and general dysfunction that are the hallmarks of Britain's Royal Family.
Looks at the lives and romantic relationship of popular British royal couple Prince William and Catherine, Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, from their respective youths to their widely anticipated wedding ceremony.
Andrew Morton, well-connected British royal biographer and the author of Diana: Her True Story, is writing a new book about Diana s son Prince William and his soon-to-be wife, Kate Middleton. This is THE book for any Royalwatcher or anyone captivated by
this real-life fairytale. It will tell the couple s story from when they met at university eight years ago through to the much anticipated royal wedding and will include 150 photographs with 32 pages of wedding coverage. A luscious hardback that will be published
within weeks of the wedding, individual chapters will examine: their private engagement in exotic Kenya; their life stories; their history as a couple in the public eye; royal weddings in the past; culminating in a lengthy section devoted to the wedding itself and
all its fascinating details. This is a superb record of an historic romance. The nuptials of the English royal family s most popular and glamorous couple are sure to be essential viewing not just for England, but for the entire world and this book will be a
gorgeous record of what may well prove to be a turning point in the history of the British royal family, Andrew Morton
The Future Queen
William and Kate: A Royal Love Story
Prince William & Kate
Inside the Private Lives of William, Kate, Harry, and Meghan
The Royal Stickers
This excellent quick-read biography of the life so far of Prince William and Kate Middleton is a fascinating read, and will make an wonderful addition to the library of any fan of the British Royal
Family. Tracking William's life from birth, through school, the death of his mother Princess Diana, university, his career in the forces, his engagement to Kate and more, it also looks at Miss Middleton's
background and is full of interesting facts about their lives. Containing many colour pictures, this royal mini biography has been specially formatted for today's e-readers and is written by top-selling
celebrity biographer Chris Peacock.
This compelling volume focuses on the life of Prince William and Duchess Kate. The book begins by delving into both Will and Kate's childhoods. It then moves into their college years where they met and
became a couple and eventually engaged. The book ends with their marriage, the birth of Prince George, and settling into their royal duties as the future king and queen of England.
Featuring unreported details and stunning revelations, the long-awaited follow-up to the “fabulous, addictive” (Chicago Sun-Times) New York Times bestseller Diana’s Boys explores the last twenty years in
the lives of Princes William and Harry and the evolution of their relationship as adults, with one brother the designated heir, and the other doomed to life as the spare—perfect for fans of Netflix’s The
Crown. Diana’s Boys revealed the powerful bond between the teenaged princes, and how it strengthened even more in the wake of their mother’s tragic death. Now, twenty years later, Queen Elizabeth II is in
her mid-nineties, Prince Charles is in his seventies, and all eyes are turned increasingly toward William and Harry again. Christopher Andersen picks up where he left off, covering everything that has
happened to the brothers as they have grown up, gotten married to two remarkable women, and had children—all while facing continual waves of controversy and questions about the ways their relationship has
shifted. Andersen examines how the Queen’s behind-the-scenes maneuvering to mold her grandsons in the Windsor image after Diana’s death, and her expectations of William as the future king, played out. He
questions whether the brothers’ famously close relationship can survive Harry’s departure from the Royal Family—the first time this has happened since their great-great-uncle King Edward abdicated the
throne to marry a divorcée. He delves into the impact sisters-in-law Kate and Meghan have had on each other as well as on their princes, and how marriage and fatherhood have changed the brothers and, in
some ways, also driven a wedge between them. Andersen also looks with an honest eye at how the princes and their wives have been continuously buffeted by scandal—including headline-making allegations of
bullying, racism, betrayal, and emotional abuse that has pushed more than one royal to the brink of self-destruction. Based on in-depth research and with his “fascinating and insightful” (The Christian
Science Monitor) writing, Andersen leaves no stone unturned in this intimate and riveting look into the private lives of the world’s most famous princes.
Thirty pages of beautifully rendered, ready-to-color outfits include the stunning bridal gown designed by Sarah Burton plus dresses created by Jenny Packham, Emilia Wickstead, the Alexander McQueen
fashion house, and others.
Brothers and Wives
Kate
William's Princess
William & Kate, Harry & Meghan
A Royal Love Story
ROYAL BIOGRAPHIES VOLUME 9: William and Kate - 2 Books in 1 Featuring... *William*Kate 2 Great Books in 1! William Even before Prince William was born, the eyes of the world were already trained firmly in
his direction. His mother, Diana, was a shy, stunning beauty who had captured the heart of the heir to the British throne. The fresh-faced aristocrat worked as a kindergarten assistant and was only 19
years old when they fell in love - or, in Prince Charles' infamous words after their engagement was announced, "Whatever 'in love' means." Her romance with Charles would propel her into an entirely
different life from the quieter one she knew as Lady Diana Spencer. The shy English rose was suddenly cast in a role few people in the world are really equipped for - that of leading lady in a fairy tale
everyone desperately wanted to end in happily ever after. Kate In the lead up to the 20th anniversary of his mother's death, Prince Harry - brother in law to Kate Middleton - made some interesting
observations about the monarchy. He firstly said that the younger generation of royals feel that it is their role to modernize the monarchy. In so doing, these royals believe, they will maintain its
popularity and sustain its role for doing good. They consider that, by bringing the House of Windsor into line with 21st century thinking, attitudes and lifestyles, they will enhance their own standing.
But not for selfish purposes, or for self-aggrandizement. No, for far more altruistic reasons. They feel that from a position of trust and popularity they can do more to support charities, help the poor
and suffering and improve the world. These are noble aims, and are to be applauded. But Harry said another thing in the interview. In extending the idea of duty and responsibility to Great Britain, to the
Commonwealth and, where possible, the world he recognized that one day one of the young royals would be monarch themselves. It was just that, none of them wanted to do it. They knew that they would have
to, but just as hoovering the sitting room or putting out the bins has to be done but is not much fun, it is a necessary but unappealing job. We can wonder whether this thought was anywhere in the mind of
Kate Middleton, Berkshire lass, when she agreed to marry Prince William? And one day become his queen. This is the true story of Kate Middleton, a Berkshire commoner who will one day ascend to the throne.
An intimate account of the Royal couple, featuring breathtaking photos from the April 29th Royal Wedding. LIFE has covered all of the lavish royal weddings since even before Queen Elizabeth II wed in
1947, and of course the magazine documented in splendid, intimate detail the "wedding of the century," that of Prince Charles and Lady Diana, years later. Now LIFE celebrates the royal engagement of
Prince William and Kate Middleton. This book includes intimate pictures of William and Kate as they grew to be the splendid adults they are today. The best photographs of royal weddings that have already
been, including those of Charles and Diana, Grace Kelly and Rainier of Monaco, Fergie and Andrew, and many others. A detailed look at the Middletons and the Windsors-the latter, royal family dating back
to Queen Victoria. Photography from Buckingham Palace insiders, including pictures from Litchfield and Lord Snowdon.
WITH EXCLUSIVE PICTURES BY ARTHUR EDWARDS MBE.With the world watching, Prince George Alexander Louis of Cambridge, third in the line of succession to the throne, was born on 22 July 2013. The next day,
his proud parents stepped out of St Mary's Hospital, London to present their baby to the excited crowds.From the beginning, the world had watched with bated breath as the charming prince and his future
bride overcame the struggles of university, rumours and a brief breakup before finally reconciling and becoming engaged. The royal wedding in 2011 - watched by an incredible estimated 2 billion people
worldwide - was a defining moment, not only in their young lives, but also for the perception of the monarchy.When the Palace announced the Duchess's much-anticipated pregnancy in 2012, a public frenzy
surrounded the arrival of the heir to the throne. Now that the Duke has left the military to focus on his royal duties and charity work, there is already speculation as to whether George will follow in
his father's footsteps, with a passion for wildlife and conservation.As well as a history of the young couple's romantic relationship, this in-depth book chronicles the next chapter of this modern-day
fairytale and is packed with beautiful photographs, fascinating facts and expert analysis. An intriguing insight and unrivalled souvenir, this is an essential read for royalists and romantics. alike
More than two dozen colorful stickers feature renderings of the elegant William and Kate, Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, as well as dashing Harry and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex. The realistic
images show the couples in their famously fashionable outfits, along with many royal accessories.
William and Harry
Expanded, Commemorative Edition
William & Kate
William and Kate - 2 Books in 1
Royals: Prince William and Kate Middleton
On April 29, 2011, the whole world watched as Prince William of Wales and Kate Middleton exchanged marriage vows. This royal wedding was one of the most anticipated events in England in recent years. Ever since the couple officially announced their engagement in
November 2010, every detail of the wedding has captured headlines around the globe. Why all the excitement? William is second in line to become Britain's king. William Arthur Philip Louis of Wales is the firstborn child of Charles and Diana, Prince and Princess of Wales.
And through marriage to William, Catherine Elizabeth Middleton known as Kate turned from a commoner into a princess. If William becomes king one day, Kate will be the Queen Consort. Follow the couple's royal romance from their first meeting at the University of St.
Andrews, through the ups and downs of their relationship, to the romantic wedding ceremony at London's Westminster Abbey.
In graphic novel format, provides a look at Prince William and Kate Middleton, delving into their backgrounds, their meeting as students at the University of St Andrews, the ups and downs of their relationship, and their engagement.
Life Magazine has covered all of the lavish royal weddings since even before Queen Elizabeth II wed in 1953. Documenting in detail the 2011 marriage of Prince William and Kate Middleton, this book includes photographs and images from the wedding itself.
LIFE has covered all of the lavish royal weddings since even before Queen Elizabeth II wed in 1953, and of course the magazine documented in splendid, intimate detail the "wedding of the century," that of Prince Charles and Lady Diana, years later. Now LIFE celebrates
the royal engagement of Prince William and Kate Middleton. This book includes intimate pictures of William and Kate as they grew to be the splendid adults they are today. The best photographs of royal weddings that have already been, including those of Charles and
Diana, Grace Kelly and Rainier of Monaco, Fergie and Andrew, and many others. A detailed look at the Middletons and the Windsors-the latter, royal family dating back to Queen Victoria. Photography from Buckingham Palace insiders, including pictures from Litchfield
and Lord Snowdon. Note: As this book was published before the Royal Wedding, it does not contain photography from the wedding.
Prince William and Kate Middleton
William and Kate: the Royal Wedding
William and Kate Paper Dolls
To Commemorate the Marriage of Prince William of Wales and Miss Catherine Middleton, 29th April 2011
PEOPLE William & Kate: 10 Joyous Years, A Royal Marriage
On April 29, 2011, an estimated 2 billion people the world over tuned in to the royal wedding of Prince William, the first-born son of Prince Charles and Lady Diana and second in line to the throne, to his former university classmate and long-time love Catherine Middleton. Ten years on, the future king
and queen of England have established themselves as diligent and dutiful royals, raising a family of their own, traveling as goodwill ambassadors, and supporting a range of charitable works. In honor of their anniversary, this special edition of LIFE reflects on the couple's early years growing up, their
budding romance, and their roles as future rulers. William and Kate surely belongs in every royal watcher's collection.
William and Harry is a fascinating insight into the lives and loves of two extraordinary young men who have captured not only the hearts and minds of not only the British public, but those the world over. This is the definitive book about the princes, bringing their story right up to date. It is the tale of two
brothers who have carried the legacy of their mother, Diana, Princess of Wales, into the twenty-first century and on whom the future of the House of Windsor largely depends. Drawing on her unique set of contacts Katie Nicholl recounts the royal brothers' extraordinary lives and reveals William and
Harry's real characters as they become front-line soldiers and modern princes. Through her network of sources, some of which have agreed to speak for the very first time, Katie tells the story of one of Prince William's earliest romances, and his struggle with his destiny as a future King of England. As
a royal wedding between Prince William and Kate Middleton seems more probable, Katie has spoken to a wealth of contacts close to the couple who reveal how their love affair really started at St Andrews, the hurdles the pair overcame and the challenges they still face. She recounts the story of
Harry's time at Eton, his relationship with Chelsy Davy, and his three months he spent on the front line in Afghanistan. She analyses William and Harry's complex relationship with their father, and the woman who will one day become Queen Camilla. She talks to their friends, contemporaries and
confidants to paint a unique and revealing portrait of the two most famous brothers in the world.
They have been dubbed 'the modern royals' by the world's media, and have not only won the hearts and the loyalty of millions of people around the world, but have helped to re-establish the British royal family as an important, and largely admired, presence in national and international affairs. In
short, Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge - also known simply as 'William and Kate' - have done as much as anyone to bring the royal family into the twenty-first century, and to keep it firmly in the national consciousness. The birth of Prince George, their first child, on 22 July
2013, fuelled such a worldwide media and public frenzy that it became the most talked-about event of the year. The birth of a future heir, combined with the historic possibility of the first baby to be born not only to a Queen-in-waiting, but to the son of the much mourned Diana, Princess of Wales,
accounted for much of the excitement, but that was stoked by a natural affection for the young couple.From the beginning, the world had watched with bated breath as the charming Prince William and his future bride overcame the struggles of university, rumours and a brief break-up before finally
reconciling and becoming engaged. Their ceremonial wedding in 2011 - watched by an incredible estimated 2 billion people worldwide - was a defining moment, not only in their young lives, but also for the perception of the monarchy. The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge have come to embody the
spirit and hope of their nation, and their deserved popularity has had a profound effect upon the future of the royal family. As well as a history of the young couple's romantic relationship, this in-depth book chronicles the next chapters in this modern fairy tale, backed by beautiful photographs,
fascinating facts and expert analysis. Now completely revised and updated to cover the period from the birth of Prince George to the arrival of the new prince or princess in April 2015, the book is both an intriguing insight into modern royalty, and an unrivalled souvenir.
In the decade since the wedding of the century captivated people around the globe, Prince William and Princess Kate have redefined the role of the royal family in our modern age. This lavishly illustrated collector's edition of PEOPLE looks at the couple's life today: raising their three children, Prince
George, Princess Charlotte, and Prince Louis, and advocating for causes about which they care deeply: mental health access, early childhood, and the environment. Includes a detailed retrospective of their glorious wedding at Westminster Abbey, Kate's style evolution, and how she and William are
preparing for a future as King and Queen.
Prince Charles
Royals: Kate Middleton and Prince William
LIFE William & Kate
Royal Couples
Kate: The Making of a Princess
Celebrate the royal wedding with a keepsake paper doll treasury! Royal watchers around the world rejoiced when Britain's dashing Prince William and his longtime girlfriend, Kate Middleton, announced their engagement. This special commemorative edition features
paper dolls of the prince and Kate, plus a splendid wardrobe of seven costumes for each. Outfits include William's RAF uniform and the gorgeous sapphire-blue wrap dress that Kate wore at their press conference.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The life and loves of Prince Charles are illuminated in a major new biography from the New York Times bestselling author of Elizabeth the Queen—perfect for fans of The Crown. Sally Bedell Smith returns once again to the British
royal family to give us a new look at Prince Charles, the oldest heir to the throne in more than three hundred years. This vivid, eye-opening biography—the product of four years of research and hundreds of interviews with palace officials, former girlfriends, spiritual
gurus, and more, some speaking on the record for the first time—is the first authoritative treatment of Charles’s life that sheds light on the death of Diana, his marriage to Camilla, and his preparations to take the throne one day. Prince Charles brings to life the real man,
with all of his ambitions, insecurities, and convictions. It begins with his lonely childhood, in which he struggled to live up to his father’s expectations and sought companionship from the Queen Mother and his great-uncle Lord Mountbatten. It follows him through difficult
years at school, his early love affairs, his intellectual quests, his entrepreneurial pursuits, and his intense search for spiritual meaning. It tells of the tragedy of his marriage to Diana; his eventual reunion with his true love, Camilla; and his relationships with William, Kate,
Harry, and his grandchildren. Ranging from his glamorous palaces to his country homes, from his globe-trotting travels to his local initiatives, Smith shows how Prince Charles possesses a fiercely independent spirit and yet has spent more than six decades waiting for his
destined role, living a life dictated by protocols he often struggles to obey. With keen insight and the discovery of unexpected new details, Smith lays bare the contradictions of a man who is more complicated, tragic, and compelling than we knew, until now. Praise for
Prince Charles “[Smith] understands the British upper classes and aristocracy (including the royals) very well indeed. . . . [She] makes many telling, shrewd points in pursuit of realigning the popular image of Prince Charles.”—William Boyd, The New York Times Book
Review “[A] masterly account.”—The Wall Street Journal “Thoroughly researched and insightful . . . In this profile, it is clear [Smith] got inside the circular barriers that protect the man and his position. The Charles that emerges is, as the subtitle suggests, both a
paradox and a creature of his passions.”—The Washington Times “[A] compellingly juicy bio . . . Windsor-philes will be mesmerized.”—People “Prince Charles paints an affectingly human portrait. . . . Smith writes about [Charles’s life] with a skill and sympathy she
perfected in her 2012 biography of Charles’s mother.”—The Christian Science Monitor “Comprehensive and admirably fair . . . Until his accession to the throne, Smith’s portrait will stand as the definitive study.”—Booklist (starred review) “[A] fascinating book that is not
just about a man who would be king, but also about the duties that come with privilege.”—Walter Isaacson “Sally Bedell Smith has given us a complete and compelling portrait of the man in the shadow of the throne. It’s all here, from the back stairs of the palaces to the
front pages of the tabs.”—Tom Brokaw
From the bestselling author of William and Harry and renowned Royal Family news correspondent Katie Nicholl, comes the first in-depth biography of Kate Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge. Katie Nicholl, bestselling author and royal correspondent for The Mail on
Sunday, gives an inside look into the life of the future Queen of England, Kate Middleton. Since becoming Duchess Catherine of Cambridge in 2011, Middleton has captivated royals fans around the world and now, Nicholl delivers the story of her early life, first romances,
and love with Prince William. Nicholl will reveal new details on Middleton's initiation into royal life and, of course, her first pregnancy.
An account of the romance of Prince William of Wales and Kate Middleton describes the backgrounds, their meeting as students at the University of St Andrews, the ups and downs of their relationship, and their engagement.
William and Kate
Prince William and Duchess Kate
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The New Royal Family - Prince George, William and Kate: The Next Generation
Their Lives, Their Wedding
The Passions and Paradoxes of an Improbable Life
Prince William is the eldest son of Princess Diana and Prince Charles. He met Kate Middleton in 2001 when they both attended the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. From their courtship to their marriage at Westminster Abbey in 2011, William and Kate's lives and love story have captivated the public imagination.
In this entertaining and informative biography, readers will learn about the royal couple, their place in British history, and their many duties and services as representatives of the crown. Stunning photographs of William and Kate and their three children support this inspiring narrative.
Prince William and Kate Middleton's fairytale romance is the greatest love story of the century, with a happy ending to come - a Royal wedding that will truly capture the hearts of the British people.
To commemorate the engagement and impending marriage of HRH Prince William to Kate Middleton, this book tells how they met, their growing romance, the engagement and their wedding plans. There are also fascinating facts about previous royal weddings, including that of William's parents HRH Prince Charles
and Princess Diana.
The wedding of the century is nearly here, and the media attention has exploded. Get in early and grab a front-row seat for an in-depth look behind the curtain at the Prince and his soon-to-be bride. Kate Middleton and Prince William of Wales have become global celebrities, and this issue will shed light upon this royal
couple beyond the glitz and glamour the paparazzi can ever show you.
The Making of a Royal Romance
Harry and Meghan Markle, William and Kate Middleton, and Charles and Diana
A Royal Fairytale : about a Prince Finding His Princess
William & Catherine
LIFE The Royal Wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton
Chronicles the courtship and engagement of Britain's Prince William and Kate Middleton.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Packed with fascinating anecdotes, sharp analysis and exclusive photographs by a celebrated royal photographer, this title reveals the secrets of Prince William and Kate Middleton's royal romance.
On April 29, 2011, The whole world watchedas Prince William of Wales and Kate Middleton exchanged marriage vows. This royal wedding was one of the most anticipated events in England in recent years. Ever since the couple
officially announced their engagement in November 2010, every detail of the wedding has captured headlines around the globe.Why all the excitement? William is second in line to becomeBritain's king. William Arthur Philip
Louis of Wales is the firstborn child of Charles and Diana, Prince and Princess of Wales. And through marriage to William, Catherine Elizabeth Middleton-known as Kate-turned from a commoner into a princess. If William
becomes king one day, Kate will be the Queen Consort.Follow the couple's royal romance from their first meeting at the University of St. Andrews, through the ups and downs of their relationship, To the romantic wedding
ceremony at London's Westminster Abbey.
The Love Story of William & Kate
Prince William and Kate
William and Kate: A Royal Romance
Royal Romance
William And Kate : The Love Story - A Celebration Of The Wedding Of The Century
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